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1 Introduction 7

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used in many environments to gather 8

information, such as in active battlefields scenarios. An example of such a scenario 9

is shown in Fig. 1. In this example, seven UAVs are being used to gather information 10

about nine targets. Assuming that a UAV can only surveil a single target at a time, 11

this is an oversubscribed scenario, which means that there are more targets than 12

UAVs and it will not be possible to surveil all targets simultaneously with the fleet 13

of UAVs. To gather as much useful information about the targets as possible, it is 14

necessary to conduct mission planning and scheduling to determine how the UAV 15

fleet should effectively surveil the targets. 16

As both the number of UAVs that are active simultaneously and the number of 17

targets available in an environment increases, it becomes necessary to reduce the 18

amount of human control and human scheduling required to operate them effectively 19

[1]. This can be accomplished by designing and deploying heuristic techniques that 20

can find effective mission scheduling solutions. 21
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Fig. 1 An example scenario with seven UAVs and nine targets. The UAVs have fixed flight paths,
which follow one of two circular paths around the area containing the targets that are candidates
for surveillance

In this study, our focus is on the design of mission scheduling techniques capable 22

of working in dynamic environments that are suitable for determining effective 23

mission schedules in real time. Because scheduling problems of this type are, in 24

general, known to be NP-Hard, finding optimal solutions is not feasible [2]. Due to 25

this, we consider fast heuristic techniques to find mission schedules and evaluate 26

their performance when compared to mathematical upper bounds we derive and 27

simple baseline heuristics we generate. These techniques are capable of generating 28

the mission schedules required by our environment in less than a second. 29

To effectively compare and evaluate these techniques, we measure system-wide 30

performance using a metric called surveillance value. Surveillance value is designed 31

to measure the overall performance of all information gathered by the UAVs, based 32

on the number of surveils that occur, the quality of information gathered by each 33
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surveil (e.g., image resolution), the overall importance of each target, and the 34

relevance of the information obtained for a specific target. 35

This work builds on our previous work in [3, 4], which defined surveillance 36

value as the system-wide performance measure and explored bi-objective trade- 37

offs between surveillance value and energy consumption in a static environment 38

where all mission planning decisions are made once in advance. This work considers 39

a dynamic (instead of static) environment and attempts to maximize surveillance 40

value while considering energy consumption as a hard constraint. 41

The novel contributions in this work include: 42

• The design of new mission scheduling heuristics that are used to dynamically 43

determine which UAVs should be used to surveil each target and additionally 44

which sensors should be used for these surveils 45

• Extending the model of surveillance targets in [4] to require a minimum interval 46

of time between consecutive surveils of the same target 47

• A model for randomly generating scenarios defined by a set of UAVs and targets 48

for the purpose of effectively evaluating mission scheduling techniques, such as 49

the heuristics considered in this work 50

• A detailed analysis and comparison of heuristics across many simulated scenarios 51

with varied characteristics 52

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the system model and envi- 53

ronment are described. The methods used by both the novel mission scheduling 54

heuristics and the comparison heuristics evaluated in this study are presented in 55

Sect. 3. Section 4 contains the specific process used to generate all of the scenarios 56

we use in our simulations. In Sect. 5, we show the results of the simulations and use 57

the results to analyze and compare the behavior of the heuristics. Related work is 58

discussed in Sect. 6 and finally in Sect. 7 we conclude and discuss possible future 59

work that could build on this study. 60

2 System Model 61

2.1 Overview 62

For this study, we use a simplified model of a real environment; our future 63

studies that build on this research will continue to enhance this model. The system 64

considered in this study consists of a heterogeneous set of UAVs (with varying 65

sensor and energy characteristics) and a heterogeneous set of targets (with varying 66

surveillance requirements). These sets are constant, meaning that UAVs and targets 67

will not be added or removed dynamically. During the time when we consider 68

mission scheduling, the UAVs fly in continuous concentric circles at a constant 69

speed around the target area, which contains the entire set of targets. This is a 70

simplifying assumption because the techniques we consider in this study do not 71
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control the flight path of the UAVs. It is assumed that every UAV is always close 72

enough to every target and has an unobstructed view of every target so that any 73

sensors available to any UAV can be used to surveil any target at any time. A 74

UAV can only surveil a single target at any given time. Because UAVs cannot stay 75

airborne indefinitely, this work considers mission scheduling strategies for a single 76

day. This means that at the end of the day, all UAVs would be able to return to their 77

base of operations to refuel or recharge. The problem space we explore is made up of 78

oversubscribed systems, which means that there are fewer UAVs than targets. This 79

prevents all targets from being surveilled simultaneously; however, the techniques 80

designed and evaluated in this study are still applicable to undersubscribed systems. 81

2.2 Target and UAV Characteristics 82

In this environment, each UAV has a single energy source with a fixed amount of 83

total energy available to it. In our subsequent discussions, we normalize this value 84

so that the maximum amount of energy available to any UAV is less than or equal 85

to 1.0. Every UAV is equipped with one or more sensors that can be used to surveil 86

targets. The sensor types considered in this work are visible light sensors (VIS), 87

infrared light sensors (IR), synthetic-aperture radars (SAR), or light detection and 88

ranging systems (LIDAR). Each UAV cannot have more than one sensor of a given 89

type, which is a simplifying assumption in this work. The heuristics presented in 90

this study can be easily modified to function in environments with multiple sensors 91

with the same type. Each sensor available to a UAV also has an associated sensor 92

quality value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 and a rate of energy consumption, which is 93

normalized to the total energy available to the UAV and ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. All 94

sensors available to a UAV draw from the same source of energy. An example set of 95

characteristics for seven UAVs is shown in Table 1, based on the table in [4]. 96

Targets represent locations of interest to be potentially surveilled by UAVs. 97

Because the environments we consider are often oversubscribed (there are more 98

targets than UAVs), it is possible that some targets will not be surveilled. An 99

unchanging priority value is assigned to each target, which represents the overall 100

importance of surveilling the target. Priority values can be any positive number, 101

where higher numbers represent more important targets. Each target has a fixed 102

surveillance time value, which specifies the number of hours per day that a UAV 103

Table 1 UAV characteristics

Characteristics UAV 1 UAV 2 UAV 3 UAV 4 UAV 5 UAV 6 UAV 7

t271.1Sensor type VIS|IR VIS SAR LIDAR|IR SAR|IR VIS|IR SAR|LIDAR
t271.2Sensor quality 0.9|0.7 0.5 0.5 0.7|0.8 0.8|0.7 0.9|0.7 0.8|0.8
t271.3Energy used/hour 0.08|0.06 0.08 0.08 0.1|0.06 0.125|0.06 0.07|0.06 0.125|0.08
t271.4Total energy 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.6 1.0
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should spend surveilling the target. Because the kind of information that is useful 104

for each target may vary, targets have a set of surveillance types, which defines the 105

sensor types that are allowed to surveil the target, and a list of sensor affinity values, 106

which range from 0.0 to 1.0 and measure how useful or relevant the information 107

gained from that sensor type is for the target. There is a constraint on the number 108

of times a target may be surveilled by all UAVs in a day called the surveillance 109

frequency of the target. Finally, we define a minimum time between surveils for 110

each target because information gained from back-to-back surveils of a target is 111

likely to contain repeat information compared to surveils that are spread throughout 112

the day. Table 2 lists an example set of characteristics for nine targets, which is also 113

based on [4]. 114

2.3 Surveillance Value 115

To evaluate the performance of different techniques for assigning UAVs to targets, 116

it is necessary to measure the worth of individual surveils by a UAV on a target. We 117

use the concept of surveillance value [4] to achieve this, where for a given surveil, 118

the value of that surveil is given by the product of the priority (ρ), sensor affinity 119

(α), and sensor quality (γ ) associated with the UAV (u), target (t), and used sensor 120

type (s): 121

value (surveil) = ρ(t) ∗ α (t, s) ∗ γ (u, s) . (1)

The total surveillance value earned over an interval of time is then defined by the 122

sum of values earned by all surveils performed by UAVs in that interval of time: 123

surveillance value =
∑

s ∈ surveils
performed

value (s) . (2)

If a surveil is not fully completed during the day due to being in progress when 124

the day ends, or due to the UAV lacking sufficient energy to finish a complete surveil 125

of the target, then partial value will be earned for that surveil, which is directly 126

proportional to the fraction of the surveil that was completed. For example, if a full 127

surveil of a target takes 4 h and only 3 h of this were completed in the interval of 128

interest, then the value of that surveil in that interval of time would be 75% of the 129

value given by the fully completed surveil. 130
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2.4 Problem Statement 131

The goal of our proposed scheduling techniques in this environment is to assign 132

UAVs to targets in a particular order to obtain as much useful surveillance 133

information as possible. This problem is constrained by the total energy available to 134

each UAV. In this study, this constraint is only applied to the energy consumed by 135

a UAV’s sensors. The energy needed for the UAV’s fixed flight plan is not included 136

in the energy available to the sensors. Because the flight plan is fixed, it is also not 137

possible for the UAV to refuel at any point during the day, such as while there are 138

no targets available for it to surveil. Additionally, each UAV can only surveil one 139

target and only operate one of its sensors at any time; similarly, each target can only 140

be surveilled by one UAV at any time. This is a simplifying assumption used in this 141

study. Because there may be duplicate information obtained from surveilling a target 142

with multiple sensors at once, the surveillance value performance measure would 143

need to be adjusted to account for this. Once a UAV begins surveilling a target, 144

this surveil cannot be preempted unless the UAV does not have enough energy to 145

continue (i.e., the surveil cannot be stopped early to allow the UAV to surveil a 146

different target). Given the above constraints, the final goal is to maximize the total 147

surveillance value obtained over a day. 148

3 Mission Scheduling Techniques 149

3.1 Mapping Events 150

Mapping UAVs to targets refers to the process of determining which UAVs will 151

surveil which targets, which sensors will be used for surveils, and when the surveils 152

will occur. A UAV is available to be mapped if it is not currently surveilling targets 153

and has energy remaining. A target is available to be mapped if it is not currently 154

being surveilled and it is eligible for being surveyed based on its surveillance 155

frequency and its minimum time between surveils. A sensor of a UAV is said to 156

be a valid sensor type for a given target if that sensor type is also in the target’s 157

list of surveillance types. If a UAV has a valid sensor type for a target, it is called a 158

valid UAV for that target. Only valid UAVs are considered for mapping to a given 159

available target. 160

The time when a mapping of available UAVs to available targets occurs is called 161

a mapping event. When a mapping event happens, a mission scheduling technique 162

is used to assign available UAVs to surveil available targets based on the current 163

state of the system. In this study, all techniques presented are real-time heuristics 164

to allow mapping events to be completed in less than a second for the problem 165

sizes considered. There are different techniques for deciding when a mapping event 166

should be initiated, e.g., at fixed time intervals or due to changes in the environment. 167

In this study, we consider the case where mapping events occur every 6 min during 168
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the day if there are available UAVs and available targets. By using a time interval 169

such as 6 min when the minimum surveillance time of any target is 1 h, any delay 170

where a UAV is not surveilling a target because a mapping event has not yet occurred 171

is small. This 6 min time interval provides some opportunity for multiple UAVs 172

to become available during that window, which increases the number of choices 173

available to the mission scheduling technique. Other values for the time interval 174

can be implemented instead of 6 min. In a real-world implementation, this interval 175

of time can be derived based on empirical evaluations of the characteristics of 176

the actual system. While our resource manager is designed to deal with dynamic 177

environments, such as those with time-varying UAV and target characteristics, in 178

this simulation study the environment is non-varying. 179

3.2 Comparison Techniques 180

For comparison, two randomized heuristics are considered. Randomized heuristics 181

are often better points of comparison than heuristics that use extremely simple logic 182

to make mapping decisions. For example, in high performance computing, simple 183

randomized heuristics often perform better than simple ordered techniques like first- 184

come-first-served [5]. 185

3.2.1 Random 186

At a mapping event, this technique considers available targets in a random order. 187

For each target, a random available valid UAV and a random valid sensor type of 188

that UAV are selected. The selected UAV and sensor type are assigned to surveil the 189

target. This results in both the target and the UAV becoming unavailable for new 190

assignments until this new surveil completes. If there is no available UAV that has a 191

valid sensor type for the target, then no UAV is assigned to the target. This repeats 192

with the next target in the random ordering until there are no more assignments of 193

UAVs to targets possible in the current mapping event. 194

3.2.2 Random Best Sensor 195

The random best sensor heuristic is similar to the random technique, but uses 196

knowledge about the sensor quality of UAVs and the sensor affinity of targets 197

to make decisions that are likely to result in higher surveillance value. Like the 198

random heuristic, available targets are considered in a random order and a UAV 199

with a valid sensor type for this target is selected at random. However, instead of 200

selecting a random valid sensor type from the UAV, this heuristic then chooses 201

the sensor type with the maximum product of the UAV’s sensor quality and the 202

target’s sensor affinity. Because both of these values are directly used along with 203
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the target’s priority in the calculation for the value of a surveil, this strategy will 204

likely select higher value surveils when compared to the random heuristic if they 205

are available on the selected UAV. After this, the same process used by the random 206

heuristic is followed: the UAV is assigned to surveil the target with this sensor type 207

and the heuristic will continue with the next randomly ordered target until no more 208

assignments are possible. 209

3.3 Value-Based Heuristics 210

The value-based heuristics in this study are designed to search through valid 211

combinations of UAVs, targets, and sensor types to greedily assign UAVs to surveil 212

targets based on the surveillance value performance measure. A valid combination 213

is represented by an available target, a valid available UAV for that target, and a 214

valid sensor type of the UAV for the target. 215

3.3.1 Max Value 216

At a mapping event, the max value heuristic starts by finding a valid combination of 217

a UAV, target, and sensor type that results in the maximum possible value for a single 218

surveil. If there are multiple valid combinations with the same maximum possible 219

value, then any of these combinations can be selected arbitrarily. The heuristic then 220

assigns the UAV from the selected combination to surveil the selected target with 221

the selected sensor type. This process of finding the maximum value combination 222

and starting a surveil based on the combination repeats until no more assignments 223

of available UAVs to available targets are possible in the current mapping event. 224

3.3.2 Max Value per Time 225

The max value per time heuristic is identical to max value except for one difference. 226

Instead of selecting the valid combination that results in the maximum possible 227

value for a surveil, max value per time instead selects the valid combination that 228

results in the maximum possible value divided by surveillance time of the target 229

(based on a complete surveil of the target). 230

3.3.3 Max Value per Energy 231

The max value per energy heuristic is identical to max value except for one differ- 232

ence. Instead of selecting the valid combination that results in the maximum possible 233

value for a surveil, max value per energy instead selects the valid combination that 234

results in the maximum possible value divided by the projected energy consumed 235
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by the UAV. The projected energy consumption can be easily calculated from the 236

energy consumption rate of the selected sensor type and the surveillance time of the 237

selected target (based on a complete surveil of the target). We have used the general 238

concept of performance per unit time and performance per unit of energy in prior 239

work in a high-performance computing environment, e.g., [5, 6]. 240

3.4 UAV-Based Metaheuristic 241

The value-based heuristics described in Sect. 3.3 are designed to perform well in 242

specific situations, and using the wrong heuristic for a scenario could result in 243

performance that is worse than using random. Because there may be insufficient 244

information to predict which heuristic should be used, we design a metaheuristic 245

to intelligently combine the best performing value-based heuristics. This does not 246

include the max value per time heuristic because in the scenarios we consider, max 247

value per time never performs better than both max value and max value per energy. 248

The UAV-based metaheuristic uses a two-phase process to find good surveillance 249

options. This is similar in concept to the metaheuristic we designed in [5] for a 250

different environment. 251

In the first phase, the heuristic selects a candidate target and valid sensor type for 252

each UAV. To make this selection, the UAV’s remaining energy is used to determine 253

if the strategy used by the max value or max value per energy heuristic would 254

be most effective. If the remaining fraction of the UAV’s energy is greater than 255

the remaining fraction of time in the day, then its energy has been consumed at 256

a relatively slow rate during the day and it makes sense to use the strategy from 257

max value to make decisions without considering energy consumption. Otherwise, 258

the UAV has been consuming energy at a relatively high rate and the strategy from 259

max value per energy can be used to make energy-efficient decisions. Based on this 260

choice, either the valid combination using the UAV that results in the maximum 261

possible value or the maximum possible value divided by energy consumed is 262

selected as the best candidate combination for the current UAV. The first phase ends 263

when every UAV has a candidate combination selected. Note that multiple UAVs 264

can select the same target as their candidate. 265

The second phase is used to determine which UAV from the first phase should 266

be assigned to its candidate target and sensor type. Unlike the first phase, it is 267

unnecessary to use strategies from multiple value-based heuristics in the second 268

phase. This is because energy is a constraint for individual UAVs and not for the 269

overall system. At the system level, all that is relevant to maximizing surveillance 270

value is the value of each surveil. Thus, we choose the UAV with a candidate 271

combination that results in the maximum possible value earned by its corresponding 272

surveil. This chosen UAV is assigned to surveil its target. This process of selecting 273

candidates in the first phase and making an assignment of the best candidate in 274

the second phase is repeated until no more assignments are possible in the current 275

mapping event. 276
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4 Simulation Setup 277

4.1 Generation of Baseline Set of Randomized Scenarios 278

Each scenario that we use to evaluate the heuristics is defined by a set of UAV 279

characteristics and a set of target characteristics. For example, a small sample 280

scenario with seven UAVs and nine targets is defined in Tables 1 and 2. To compare 281

and evaluate the heuristics, we consider a wide variety of scenarios to understand 282

the kinds of scenarios for which each heuristic is most effective. 283

We randomly generate 100 baseline scenarios by sampling from probability 284

distributions for the number of UAVs and targets in a scenario, in addition to the 285

value for each characteristic of the UAVs and targets. In each case, distributions 286

were selected in a way to attempt to model distributions of parameters that may 287

occur in real-world environments. The details of these distributions are as follows. 288

The number of UAVs available during the 24 h period of a scenario is sampled 289

from a Poisson distribution with the Poisson parameter λ = 70. The characteristics 290

of each UAV are then generated. The total energy available to the UAV is sampled 291

from a beta distribution with a mean of 0.8 and a standard deviation of 15% of 292

the mean. The energy consumption rate for each sensor is sampled from a beta 293

distribution with a mean of 0.1 and a standard deviation of 30% of the mean. The 294

total energy and energy consumption rates are sampled in this way so that UAVs 295

can be expected to operate for an average of 8 h, which is enough to allow multiple 296

surveils during the day for most UAVs. The number of sensors available to each 297

UAV is generated by using a Rayleigh distribution with a scale parameter σ = 2. 298

Any values <1 are increased to one and any values >4 are decreased to 4. 299

The sensor type for each sensor is selected using probabilities of 0.5, 0.2, 0.2, 300

and 0.1 for the VIS, SAR, IR, and LIDAR sensor types, respectively. Once a sensor 301

has been assigned a type using the listed probabilities, that sensor type is no longer 302

a candidate and the next sensor is chosen among the remaining sensors types after 303

normalizing their probabilities so that the sum is 1.0. The quality of each sensor is 304

found using a beta distribution with a mean of 0.8 and a standard deviation of 10% 305

of the mean. 306

The number of targets available to surveil during the 24 h period is obtained using 307

a Poisson distribution with λ = 90. Because the number of UAVs was generated 308

with λ = 70, this means that these scenarios in general will be oversubscribed. The 309

priority of each target is sampled from a gamma distribution with a mean of 4 and a 310

standard deviation of 20% of the mean. To obtain the required surveillance time for 311

each target, we use a uniform distribution ranging from 1 to 4 h. Differing from what 312

was used for UAVs, we obtain the number of surveillance types for each target by 313

adding 1 to the value obtained from a binomial distribution with p = 0.5 and n = 3. 314

The surveillance types selected to match this number are uniformly selected from 315

VIS, SAR, IR, and LIDAR. To get the sensor affinity for each surveillance type, 316

we use a beta distribution with a mean of 0.7 and a standard deviation of 20% of 317

the mean. A discrete uniform distribution allowing values of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is used to 318
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find the surveillance frequency for each target. Lastly, a two-step process is needed 319

to generate the minimum time between surveils for each target. We sample a value 320

from a gamma distribution with a mean of 2 h and a standard deviation of 20% of 321

the mean. When generating scenarios, we require that it is possible for a target to be 322

fully surveilled a number of times equal to its surveillance frequency within 24 h. 323

The total time (T) needed for these surveils can be calculated from the surveillance 324

time (τ ), surveillance frequency (ω), and minimum time between surveils (δ). It is 325

given by: 326

T = τ ∗ ω + (ω − 1) ∗ δ. (3)

To ensure that the total surveillance time for a UAV does not exceed 24 h, the 327

minimum time between surveils is set to the smaller of the sampled value from the 328

gamma distribution and the maximum time between surveils (�): 329

� = 24 h− τ ∗ ω
ω − 1

. (4)

4.2 Generation of Additional Scenarios for Parameter Sweeps 330

Because the baseline set of 100 scenarios in Sect. 4.1 may have characteristics 331

that are favorable to the performance of individual heuristics, we use parameter 332

sweeps to evaluate the heuristics in a diverse set of environments. We generate 22 333

additional sets of 100 scenarios each for the parameter sweeps of five characteristics 334

of the UAVs and targets. The characteristics we vary are the mean time between 335

surveils of targets (five sets in addition to the baseline), the mean number of targets 336

in a scenario (four sets in addition to the baseline), the mean number of UAVs 337

in a scenario (four sets in additional to the baseline), the mean rate of energy 338

consumption for sensors (five sets in addition to the baseline), and the mean total 339

energy available to each UAV (four sets in addition to the baseline). The number of 340

sets for each characteristic was selected such that the impact of each characteristic 341

on the performance of the heuristics is clearly shown. 342

To vary the minimum time between surveils of targets, we vary the mean of 343

the gamma distribution used over the integers ranging from 1 to 5. Additionally, we 344

consider the case where the minimum time between surveils is 0 h for all targets. For 345

each of these cases, 100 scenarios are generated. We examine the effect of varying 346

the number of targets and number of UAVs by generating 100 scenarios each for 347

the cases with λ values of 50, 70, 90, 110, and 130 for the number of targets and 348

30, 50, 70, 90, and 110 for the number of UAVs. Finally, we vary the mean energy 349

consumption of sensors and mean total energy available to each UAV. Instead of 350

sampling all of the distributions again in this case, we take the 100 baseline scenarios 351

from Sect. 4.1 and scale the values to match the new means. 352
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5 Simulation Results 353

5.1 Upper Bounds on Performance 354

We calculate upper bounds on the possible surveil value that can be obtained in 355

each scenario. While the optimal result is likely significantly below these bounds, 356

they provide additional insight when evaluating the results. Two different methods 357

of calculating upper bounds are used. The minimum of these upper bounds is then 358

selected for each scenario to produce the final upper bound shown in our results. 359

The target-based upper bound is found by first calculating the maximum possible 360

surveillance value that can be earned by each target individually. This is done by 361

assuming that the UAV that would produce the most value for a single surveil 362

will surveil the target the maximum number of times allowed by the surveillance 363

frequency of the target. For example, consider using UAV 1 from Table 1 to surveil 364

Target 1 from Table 2. The valid sensor types are VIS and IR. Following the process 365

for calculating surveil value in Sect. 2.3, VIS results in a surveillance value for 366

a single surveil of 1.0 * 0.9 * 0.9 * = 0.81 and with IR the surveillance value 367

is 1.0 * 0.7 * 0.6 = 0.42. The best option for this UAV is to use the VIS sensor 368

with 0.81 surveillance value for a single surveil. This is greater than or equal to the 369

surveillance value from a single surveil for all UAVs that can surveil Target 1. If we 370

assume that UAV 1 is used to surveil Target 1 four times (the surveillance frequency 371

of Target 1), a total of 3.24 surveillance value will be gained, which is an upper 372

bound on the surveillance value earned by Target 1. This process can be repeated 373

for all targets to find an upper bound on surveillance value for the entire scenario. 374

The energy-based upper bound is calculated by finding an upper bound for each 375

UAV individually and then summing the results. For a given UAV, this method finds 376

the best possible way that the UAV’s energy can be spent assuming there are no 377

other UAVs surveilling targets in the scenario. To do this, we first construct a list of 378

all possible valid combinations of targets and sensor types that can be surveilled 379

by the UAV. The surveillance value divided by projected energy consumed for 380

each combination is then calculated and the list is sorted in descending order 381

based on these amounts. This list is then traversed in order starting with the most 382

energy-efficient combination. For each combination, assume that the UAV spends 383

as much energy as possible on that option. This is constrained by the surveillance 384

frequency of the target in addition to the total energy remaining for the UAV. For 385

example, consider the simple example of UAV 1 from Table 1 and the first three 386

targets from Table 2. The most energy-efficient option here is using UAV 1 to 387

surveil Target 3 with its sensor of type VIS. Each surveil of Target 3 takes 1 h 388

and the VIS sensor consumes 0.08 units of energy per hour of surveillance. This 389

would result in a surveillance value per unit of energy of (6 * 1.0 * 0.9)/(1 * 390

0.08) = 67.5. This target can be surveilled at most five times. Each surveil requires 391

1 h and consumes 0.08 units of energy per hour. This results in 5 * 0.08 = 0.4 of 392

the UAV’s 1.0 total energy. This set of surveils earns 27 surveillance value with 393

Target 3. As the UAV still has 0.6 of its energy remaining, we move to the next 394
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best option in terms of energy efficiency, which is Target 1, again with the VIS 395

sensor resulting in 0.81 value for each completed surveil. This target can only be 396

surveilled 2.5 times before UAV 1 will consume the rest of its energy. Considering 397

half of a surveil worth of value for the partial surveil, this will result in 2.5 * 398

0.81 = 2.025 surveillance value for Target 1. Considering just this set of three 399

targets, the maximum possible surveillance value that can be earned by UAV 1 is 400

27 + 2.025 = 29.025. After repeating this process for all UAVs, we sum up the 401

resulting maximum possible surveillance values from each UAV to get the energy- 402

based upper bound on surveillance value for an entire scenario. 403

5.2 Comparisons of Mission Scheduling Techniques 404

As described in Sect. 4.2, the results shown in this section consist of parameter 405

sweeps where the means of the distributions described in Sect. 4.1 are varied. In 406

addition to the upper bounds on performance (Sect. 5.1) for the results that quantify 407

value obtained, the results that quantify energy consumed also include upper bounds 408

on energy consumption. Calculating the upper bound for energy consumption is very 409

simple: By summing the total energy values from all UAVs. This upper bound can 410

be obtained because the total energy of each UAV acts as a hard constraint on the 411

energy it can expend. It is important to note that the upper bounds for energy and 412

for values (performance) shown in the result figures are average upper bounds over 413

the 100 scenarios considered. This means that in some cases, individual scenarios 414

will surpass these upper bounds, but the average over all 100 scenarios will not. It is 415

also possible that the 95% mean confidence intervals shown for each set of results 416

will surpass these upper bounds for the same reason. 417

5.2.1 Effect of Minimum Time Between Surveils 418

In Fig. 2, we vary the mean minimum time required between surveils. Because this 419

value is sampled from a gamma distribution and a mean of 0 is not possible for 420

a gamma distribution, the set of bars marked with a 0 mean corresponds to the 421

case where all targets have no time required between surveils. There are three main 422

points to observe from this comparison. First, as the minimum time between surveils 423

is increased, the value earned by max value per time decreases significantly and 424

becomes less than the value earned from the random heuristics. This occurs because 425

the max value per time only considers the time the UAV spends surveilling a target 426

and not the time afterwards where the target will be unavailable. Due to this, max 427

value per time is generally not a suitable heuristic for the environment considered 428

in this study where the minimum time between surveils is not 0. Second, the other 429

value-based heuristics are always the three best heuristics and earn similar amounts 430

of value. Third, despite the max value per energy heuristic earning a significant 431

amount of value, it consumes far less energy than most other heuristics, which 432
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Fig. 2 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean minimum time between surveils for targets is varied
from the baseline set of scenarios with a mean minimum time between surveils of 2 h. Except for
the minimum time between surveils, which is varied, the other parameters have the same value as
the baseline case described in Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal black
lines above each set of bars and 95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

always consume energy close to the upper bound for these scenarios. This means 433

that as the minimum time between surveils increases and max value per energy 434

consumes less energy, max value and the metaheuristic start to earn more value. 435

5.2.2 Effect of Energy Consumption Rate 436

Results of simulations where the mean energy consumption per hour is varied are 437

shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that when the rate of energy consumption is low, none 438

of the heuristics is able to reach the upper bound for energy consumption because 439

there is not enough time in the day for the UAVs to do so. These cases also get much 440

closer to the upper bound on value earned because energy is no longer a significant 441

constraint. It can be observed that the max value heuristic earns high value when 442

the energy consumption rates are lowest and drops below the max value per energy 443

heuristic when the energy consumption rates are at their highest. This shows that 444

both heuristics are working as designed and was the motivation for creating the 445

UAV-based metaheuristic, which can intelligently use the strengths of both options. 446
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Fig. 3 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean energy consumption per hour for each UAV sensor is
varied. This variation is achieved through scaling the energy consumption values from the baseline
with a mean energy consumption per hour of 0.1. Except for the mean energy consumption per
hour, which is varied, the other parameters have the same value as the baseline case described in
Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal black lines above each set of bars and
95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

In these results, it can be seen that the metaheuristic always performs as well or 447

better than both max value and max value per energy. 448

5.2.3 Effect of Total Energy 449

The results in Fig. 4 show what happens when the mean total energy available to 450

each UAV. These results show similar behavior to the results with varied energy 451

consumption rates, except that the difference among the max value, max value per 452

energy, and UAV-based metaheuristic heuristics is not as large. This is partially 453

because none of these scenarios result in the heuristics consuming significantly less 454

energy than is available. This can be seen when comparing the energy consumption 455

upper bounds in Figs. 3 and 4. 456
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Fig. 4 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean total energy of each UAV sensor is varied. This
variation is achieved through scaling the total energy values from the baseline with a mean total
energy of 0.8. Except for the mean total energy, which is varied, the other parameters have the same
value as the baseline case described in Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal
black lines above each set of bars and 95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

5.2.4 Effect of Number of Targets 457

In Fig. 5, a comparison of different scenarios with a varied mean number of targets 458

is shown. When there are few targets available, it is not possible to consume all 459

of the energy available to the UAVs because there are more UAVs than targets on 460

average and some UAVs will not be able to surveil targets for a significant portion 461

of the day because all targets will be under surveillance already by other UAVs. As 462

the number of targets in a scenario grows, it can be seen that it becomes very easy 463

to consume all of the energy available to the UAVs. This is because there are many 464

targets and all UAVs are likely to be able to surveil targets continuously. The upper 465

bounds for value earned increase significantly as the number of targets increase. In 466

addition to UAVs being able to operate simultaneously, this effect is due to the fact 467

that with more targets there is a higher probability that a high priority target with a 468

sensor affinity that matches up well with each UAV will appear in a scenario. Lastly, 469

it can be seen that the UAV-based metaheuristic again performs as well or better than 470

both max value and max value per energy in all cases. 471
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Fig. 5 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean number of targets is varied through generating new
scenarios in addition to the baseline, which has a mean of 90 targets in a single scenario. Except
for the mean number of targets, which is varied, the other parameters have the same value as the
baseline case described in Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal black lines
above each set of bars and 95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

5.2.5 Effect of Number of UAVs 472

Figure 6 shows simulation results for a set of randomized scenarios where the mean 473

number of UAVs in a scenario is varied. These results show the biggest variance in 474

value earned between max value and max value per energy. When there are a small 475

number of UAVs, it is important to use each UAV efficiently, which means that max 476

value per energy performs well. When there are many UAVs, it is more important to 477

carefully pick which UAVs will get the most useful information for each target and 478

energy is no longer a significant constraint because there will be unused UAVs still 479

available when some UAVs start running out of energy. In this case, max value is 480

most effective at picking the best target for each UAV. Once again, the UAV-based 481

metaheuristic still earns value similar to the better of max value and max value per 482

energy. 483
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Fig. 6 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean number of UAVs is varied through generating new
scenarios in addition to the baseline, which has a mean of 70 UAVs in a single scenario. Except
for the mean number of UAVs, which is varied, the other parameters have the same value as the
baseline case described in Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal black lines
above each set of bars and 95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

5.3 Discussion of Results 484

The results in Sect. 5.2 indicate that depending on the scenario, either max value or 485

max value per energy is an effective real-time heuristic for maximizing surveillance 486

value. The UAV-based metaheuristic combines the strengths of both heuristics and 487

is effective in all scenarios. The max value per time heuristic was shown to be 488

ineffective in scenarios where there is a minimum time between surveils of targets, 489

and resulted in poor performance in most of the scenarios that we considered. 490

Additionally, when considering scenarios where the energy of UAVs will not be 491

fully consumed during the day, max value per energy is ineffective. Based on these 492

results, our proposed metaheuristic is the best option to use in all cases where the 493

characteristics of the scenario may change unexpectedly. 494
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6 Related Work 495

Developing a complete mission schedule for UAVs involves solving multiple 496

problems, many of which have been studied in the past such as planning the 497

specific routes used by UAVs, which we do not consider in this study, and assigning 498

specific tasks to UAVs. Some studies solve these problems through time-consuming 499

optimization techniques such as mixed integer linear programming (MILP), while 500

others use techniques ranging from expensive metaheuristics like genetic algorithms 501

(GAs) to fast and efficient greedy heuristics to find effective solutions. 502

In [7], mission planning is divided into two subproblems: task scheduling and 503

route planning. The task scheduling problem is the one we consider in our study. 504

The task scheduling problem is solved using a MILP approach to minimize the 505

completion time of all tasks as opposed to our work which aims to maximize 506

surveillance value. This also differs from our work in that our environment does not 507

have a specific set of tasks that must be completed and finds solutions in real time, 508

while the MILP approach is time consuming and is used to construct a solution 509

in advance. Similarly, in [8] a swarm of UAVs is also optimized to perform tasks 510

while minimizing total completion time using a MILP approach. In [9], UAVs are 511

assigned to attack and attempt to destroy clusters of targets through expressing three 512

objective measures into one weighted measure (the success probability of the attack, 513

the cost of the attack, and how well the timing of the attack will match a desired 514

window), which is used to apply integer programming methods to find a solution. 515

No-fly zones are considered in [10], which compares MILP and heuristic techniques 516

to solve a task assignment problem where UAVs must complete a sequence of tasks. 517

A solution here is represented by a DAG. In comparison to all these techniques, 518

our methods can compute in real time and can be adapted to incorporate changes 519

in the environment, such as dynamically adding and removing targets and UAVs. 520

Furthermore, our performance measure considers the attributes of individual sensors 521

and the energy consumption by individual UAVs. 522

Mission planning for UAVs is sometimes studied as an orienteering problem [11, 523

12]. For example, in [11] the authors utilize a model where UAVs originate from a 524

depot and gain profit from traveling a path through nodes and back to the depot at 525

the cost of fuel. Robust optimization techniques are used to maximize profit while 526

taking uncertainty into account to avoid running out of fuel early. This work differs 527

significantly from ours because distance between targets and UAVs is considered 528

and the focus is on optimization of UAV movement instead of sensing. In [12], 529

UAVs again depart from a depot, but before departure can select a specific set 530

of sensors, which will impact their weight and the information they can gather. 531

The authors solve this problem using both a MILP approach when ample time is 532

available for finding solutions and several heuristic techniques for larger problem 533

sizes that cannot be solved in a reasonable amount of time using the MILP approach. 534

Our work differs significantly from these studies in part because a full mission 535

plan is generated by the MILP approach and it is not modified during the day. In 536

our work, the heuristics dynamically schedule UAVs to assign targets many times 537
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throughout the day and these decisions depend on the current state of the scenario. 538

Additionally, our work considers the energy consumption of each sensor, which can 539

greatly impact scheduling decisions. 540

Some studies have a greater focus on motion planning of the UAVs, which is 541

beyond the scope of our contribution in this work. The work in [13] considers an 542

environment where UAVs must keep track of targets moving throughout regions. 543

This is done by probabilistically sending the UAVs to regions where useful 544

information is likely to be found. A detailed three-dimensional space is considered 545

in [14] where a single UAV must minimize the expected cost of ignorance, which is 546

a measure of the information that was not gathered in a timely matter by the UAV. 547

This is done using a greedy agent-based heuristic approach. In [15], MILP and a 548

GA are used to minimize the total travel distance required for the time-constrained 549

surveillance of objects with known flight paths. Base stations are also present in the 550

field, which can be used to refuel the UAVs as needed. 551

In [16], UAVs launch with heterogeneous loads taken from bases and must scout 552

targets using those loads. The goal of this study is to minimize the number of UAVs 553

needed to fully scout all targets, which is achieved by seeding a genetic algorithm 554

with an initial solution from a greedy heuristic. In [17], possible solutions for 555

mapping a UAV to any combination of targets is represented by a tree where moving 556

from the root to a node represents assigning the UAV to the target corresponding 557

to that node. A best first search (BFS) method is used to find solutions to this 558

problem. This differs significantly from our work because this heuristic produces 559

a full mission plan for the UAV while our heuristics make decisions for a single 560

surveil only for each UAV at mapping events throughout the day. The work in [18] 561

is to design a method for assigning UAVs to targets in a disaster response scenario. 562

UAVs originate at rally points and use a greedy approach to find short paths to move 563

to and surveil targets based on the capabilities of each UAV. 564

7 Conclusions and Future Work 565

We designed a set of value-based heuristics used to conduct mission planning for 566

UAV surveillance of a set of targets (max value, max value per time, max value 567

per energy, and the UAV-based metaheuristic). We conducted a simulation study 568

to evaluate, analyze, and compare these heuristics in a variety of scenarios. We 569

found that while max value and max value per energy are each good techniques in 570

a subset of the scenarios considered, the UAV-based metaheuristic found solutions 571

with among the highest surveillance value for all scenarios. In environments where 572

the best approach is not known, this makes the metaheuristic the obvious choice to 573

employ. 574

In the future, we are interested in exploring more dynamic environments where a 575

scenario experiences significant changes throughout the day. For example, changes 576

in weather could dynamically affect the quality of outputs produced by different 577

sensors. This is something that could be handled with a performance measure that 578
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can capture how the weather will affect the quality of outputs (sensor quality) and 579

how useful different outputs are for different targets (sensor affinity). Additionally, 580

some real environments will have targets of interest that are not in static positions. To 581

address this, the model we use in this study could be expanded to accurately model 582

the movement of both UAVs and targets. Lastly, the mission scheduling techniques 583

in this study are heuristics with relatively simple functionality to allow mission 584

schedules to be constructed in real-time. In the future, we would like to consider 585

more complex techniques that can be used to produce better mission schedules in 586

some cases when there is enough time available to do so. 587
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